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SYMMETRY IN PHONOLOGY 

MARK J. ELSON 

Amherst College 
This paper is concerned with two common assumptions about the nature of sym- 

metry at the underlying level in phonology. The validity of these assumptions is 
examined and questioned in the light of evidence from Contemporary Standard 
Macedonian. 

1. At the present time in generative phonology, substantial emphasis is put on 
symmetry and regularity at the underlying level. This emphasis has given rise to a 
number of working hypotheses which, though never stated explicitly, are easily 
inferable from an examination of the available literature in which sizable bodies of 
data are analysed. This paper is concerned with two such hypotheses: 

(1) Alternations which are parallel in distribution are parallel with respect to 
the PHONOLOGICAL relationship obtaining between their members at 
the underlying level, even if they do not exhibit PHONETIC parallelism 
in this respect at the surface level.1 

(2) A given alternation in a language is always generated from a single under- 
lying segment.2 

The above hypotheses make claims concerning the proper form of a linguistic 
description and the competence it purports to reflect.3 My purpose in the following 
pages is to examine their validity with respect to the alternations which are the 

1 Two or more alternations with alternants listed in random order are distributionally parallel 
if it is the case that each alternant of each alternation occurs under the same phonological 
and/or morphological conditions as one of the alternants of each of the other alternations. 
Thus alternations A-B and C-D are distributionally parallel if A has the same distribution as 
one of the alternants C or D, and B has the same distribution as the other. 

For a well-known example of an analysis guided by hypothesis 1, cf. Kuroda 1967, in which 
/l/ and /u/ respectively are posited as the sources of [e], which alternates with [i], and of those 
instances of [o] which alternate with [u]. The motivation for this interpretation is that these 
alternations are morphologically parallel (i.e. parallel in distribution) to those of [a] with [a] 
and [o] with [o], which are clearly alternations of length. Thus, within the framework suggested 
by Kuroda, all four are alternations of length at the underlying level: /i/-li/, /u/-/u/, /o/-lo/, 
and /a/-/a/. At some point after the operation of the rule(s) implementing them, /i/ is converted 
to [e] and /u/ to [0]. 

An example of interest to Slavists is the interpretation of the [o}-[a], ([i], and 0-[y] alter- 
nations of the Russian verbal system presented in Lightner 1972. These alternations are 
morphologically parallel. In each case, the first alternant occurs in the stem of prefixed perfec- 
tive verbs, while the second occurs in the stem of the imperfective verbs derived from them. 
Lightner interprets the alternations in question as involving length at the underlying level, i.e. 
as /o/-/o/, /i/-/l/, and /u/-/u/ respectively. This permits him to generate all of them by the 
operation of a single rule. At some point after the operation of this rule, /o/ is converted to 
[a], /i/ and /u/ are eliminated, and /l/ and /u/ are converted to [i] and [y] respectively. 

Lees' discussion of the alternation between voiced and voiceless obstruents in Turkish (cf. 
1961:7-9) provides us with an example of imposed phonological parallelism justified by 
distributional parallelism that is phonological rather than morphological. In Turkish, mor- 
pheme-final voiced obstruents are replaced by their voiceless counterparts in word-final 
position. Now morpheme-final [g] (voiced palatal stop) and [g] in general do not occur. Thus, 
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synchronic reflexes of the Common Slavic palatalizations in Contemporary Stand- 
ard Macedonian (CSM). I will attempt to show that the hypotheses in question 
lead to an analysis which is incompatible with the evidence of certain changes now 
in progress. 

2. We will be concerned with those alternations of CSM in which one of the 
participants is a velar or a labial, and the other a dental or a palatal. There are eight 
such: [k]-[c], [g]-[z], [x]-[s], [v]-[s], [k]-[c], [g]-[z], [x]-[s], and [v]-[s]. Distribu- 
tionally, those involving a dental, i.e. [k]-[c], [g]-[z], [x]-[s], and [v]-[s], are 
parallel; they are opposed as a group to those involving a palatal, i.e. [k]-[c], 
[g]-[z], [x]-[s], and [v]-[s], which are also parallel in this regard. Phonetic parallel- 
ism among the members of each of these groups, however, is only partial. In each 
case, the alternation involving a labial, i.e. [v]-[s] in the first group and [v]-[s] in 
the second, is the odd member, since all other alternations involve a velar.4 

paralleling the alternations of [p]-[b], [t]-[d], and [c]-[j] in this position, we find [k]-0 and 
[k]-0. Lees' solution is to regularize the latter two by generating them from /g/ and /g/ re- 
spectively. Morpheme-final /g/ and /g/ are eliminated after the operation of the devoicing rule. 

It is of interest that hypothesis 1 is an extended version of another hypothesis, the influence of 
which is also observable in recent work: 

(1') If two or more segments are subject to the same process(es) in identical environments, 
but do not share a phonetic feature opposing them to segments which do not 
undergo the relevant process(es), it is permissible to assign them one at the under- 
lying level. 

Hypothesis 1 derives from this by the further stipulation that if segments A, C, E etc., meeting 
the conditions of hypothesis 1', yield B, D, F etc. respectively, as the result of the operation of a 
particular rule, then B, D, F etc. share a feature at some level of derivation even if they do not 
at the phonetic level. 

For an example of hypothesis 1', cf. Schane (1968:32-5), in which certain French vowels are 
assigned the feature [- tense] at the underlying level because they are subject to certain phono- 
logical processes in identical environments, while vowels which are not subject to these processes 
are assigned the feature [+ tense]. The underlying distribution of this feature has nothing to do 
with its surface distribution (cf. p. 139, note 23). 

2 It is difficult to find an analysis in which the possibility of generating a given alternation 
from more than one underlying segment is even considered. To my knowledge, the only 
well-known one where it is briefly mentioned, and flatly rejected, is in Chomsky & Halle 
(1968:179-80; cf. Vennemann 1972:230 for a comment). Unquestioned acceptance of hypoth- 
esis 2 is apparently motivated by a desire for economical description. If a given alternation 
is always generated from the same underlying segment, all instances of its occurrence can be 
generated by the operation of a single rule. 

3 One other working hypothesis relating to symmetry, but not discussed in this paper, is: All 
forms of a paradigm have the same morphological constituents at the underlying level even if 
they do not at the surface level. Thus, in Schane's discussion of the present tense of -er verbs in 
French (p. 72), it is claimed that the present-tense theme vowel appears in the underlying 
representations of all forms of the relevant paradigms, even though it is realized phonetically 
only in those of the singular; cf. also Harris' discussion of the preterit in Spanish (1969:80-86), 
in which it is claimed that all preterit forms have both a theme vowel and a person ending at the 
underlying level-even though the 1st and 3rd person singular forms do not, phonetically. 
Each of these scholars believes his interpretation to be justified not only because the proposed 
analysis results in paradigmatic regularity at the underlying level, but also because there are 
independently motivated rules in the grammar to delete the superfluous elements. 

4 The alternations involving a labial arose as a result of a sound change by which [x] became 
[vl/[f] (cf. comment on devoicing of obstruents in fn. 5, below), when preconsonantal (except 
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Assuming for the moment that the dental and palatal alternants are derived 
(i.e. not underlying), it would be possible, guided by hypothesis 1, to make the 
alternations involving a labial phonologically parallel to the others of each group. 
This could be done if all instances of [v] which alternate with [s] or [s] were generated 
from a velar-presumably /x/, since [s] and [s] already alternate with [x] in some 
cases. The relevant instances of /x/ would be marked to undergo the operation of a 
minor rule converting /x/ to [v] after the operation of the rules implementing the 
alternations in question. 

This interpretation is esthetically pleasing, many would say, and has the added 
advantage of providing an explanation for the fact that the alternation involving a 
labial has the same distribution as those involving a velar in each of the two groups. 
Nevertheless, there is some rather persuasive evidence that the [v]-[s] and [v]-[s] 
alternations are generated not from underlying /x/, but rather from /v/. It is to a 
consideration of this evidence that we now direct our attention.5 

2.1. The dental alternations are characteristic almost exclusively of the set of 
polysyllabic masculine nouns with a 0 desinence in the singular and the desinence 

word-initially), word-final, or intervocalic after [u]. In all other positions, it was eliminated 
(cf. Koneski 1965:75-81 for a discussion). Following are examples, with cognate forms from 
Contemporary Standard Bulgarian (CSB) showing the [x]: 

ENVIRONMENT CSM CSB 

(1) preconsonantal, [gledavme] [gledaxme] 'we looked' 
not word-initial [gledafte] [gledaxte] 'you looked' 

(2) word-final [straf] [strax] 'fear' 
(3) intervocalic after [u] [uvo] [uxo] 'ear' 
(4) preconsonantal, [lep] [xl'ap] 'bread' 

word-initial 
(5) prevocalic, [ubaf] [xubaf] 'beautiful' 

word-initial 
(6) intervocalic [vior] [vixor] 'whirlwind' 

not after [u] 
CSM lexical items with [x] (e.g. [monax] 'monk', [metox] 'monastery land', etc.) have come 

into the language either from Church Slavonic (Russian or Serbian varieties), or directly from 
Serbian or Bulgarian. 

5 The following conventions will be followed: The terms MASCULINE, FEMININE, NEUTER, 

VOCATIVE, SINGULAR, PLURAL, PRESENT, and AORIST will be abbreviated m., f., n., vc., sg., pl., pr., 
and ar. respectively. The hyphen will be used to separate stem from post-stem morphemes-thus 
bringing the alternating segment, which will always precede the hyphen, into greater relief. 
Stress will be marked with the acute accent when it is other than antepenultimate in words of 
three or more syllables. 

Since Macedonian has a rule which devoices voiced obstruents before voiceless obstruents 
and in word-final position, masculine nouns with a stem-final segment participating in a voiced- 
voiceless alternation will be cited in the definite singular form, to show that this segment is 
voiced at the underlying level. The 3sg. present tense will be used as the citation form for verbs. 

The alternations in which one of the participants is a dental, i.e. [k]-[c], [g]-[z], [x]-[s], and 
[v]-[s], will be referred to collectively as the DENTAL ALTERNATIONS. Those in which one of the 
participants is a palatal will be referred to collectively as the PALATAL ALTERNATIONS. Subgroups 
of either of the two main groups will be referred to by naming both participants, either generally 
(e.g. velar-dental, velar-palatal etc.) or specifically (e.g. [k]-[c], [g]-[z] etc.), as appropriate. 

The primary sources for the CSM forms cited in this paper are Koneski 1967, Lunt 1952, and 
Usikova 1967. 
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[-i] in the plural.6 The velar/labial alternant occurs in the singular, the dental 
alternant in the plural. Examples in masculine singular and plural forms are: 

(3) [k]-[c]: 
a. [junak] 'hero', pi. [junac-i] 
b. [macenik] 'martyr', pi. [macenic-i] 
c. [pretsednik] 'president', pi. [pretsednic-i] 

(4) [g]-[z]: 
a. [bubreg-ot] 'kidney', pi. [bubrez-i] 
b. [saprag-ot] 'spouse', pi. [sapraz-i] 
c. [beleg-ot] 'mark', pi. [belez-i] 

(5) [x]-[s]: 
a. [monax] 'monk', pi. [monas-i] 
b. [uspex] 'success', pi. [uspes-i] 
c. [metox] 'monastery land', pi. [metos-i] 

(6) [v]-[s] (two examples): 
a. [vlav-ot] 'Rumanian', pi. [vlas-i]7 
b. [siromav-ot] 'poor man', pi. [siromas-i] 

The crucial fact to be noted in connection with these alternations is that the 
velar-dental ones are productive, while the labial-dental one is not. The latter is, 
in fact, in the process of being eliminated. Thus we find numerous instances of 
[k]-[c], [g]-[z], and [x]-[s] in loanwords.8 Examples in masculine forms are: 

(7) a. [akademik] 'academician', pl. [akademic-i] 
b. [komik] 'comic', pl. [komic-i] 
c. [miting-ot] 'meeting', pl. [mitinz-i] 
d. [puding-ot] 'pudding', pl. [pudinz-i] 
e. [monarx] 'monarch', pl. [monars-i] 
f. [almanax] 'almanac', pl. [almanas-i] 

But there are only two remaining instances of the [v]-[s] alternation, examples 
6a-b above. A number of polysyllabic masculine nouns formerly exhibited this 
alternation, but now have [v] in the plural as well as the singular: 

(8) a. [uplav-ot] 'fright', pl. [uplav-i] 
b. [perduv-ot] 'down', pl. [perduv-i] 

6 The other categories in which the dental alternations occur are: 
(a) quantifiers (two examples): [mnog-u] 'much', [mnoz-ina] 'group of many'; [kolk-u] 

'few', [kolc-ina] 'group of a few'. 
(b) verbs (two examples): [lez-e] 'go', cf. lsg. ar. [leg-of]; [molz-e] 'milk', cf. lsg. ar. 

[molg-of]. 
(c) feminine nouns (two examples): f. sg. [rak-a], f. pl. [rac-e] 'hand'; f. sg. [nog-a], f. p1. 

[noz-e] 'leg'. 
(d) monosyllabic masculine nouns (several examples): m. sg. [rak], m. p1. [rac-i] 'crab'; 

m. sg. [vrag-ot], m. pl. [vraz-i] 'enemy'; etc. All such nouns have a more common plural in 
[-ovi], with no mutation of the stem-final segment. 

7 Note that [vlav-ot] takes the plural desinence [-i] even though it is monosyllabic. The 
usual plural desinence of monosyllabic masculine nouns is [-ovi]. 

8 I do not mean to imply that these lexical items are actually perceived as non-native by 
speakers of Macedonian, but only to indicate that they are of non-Macedonian origin historic- 
ally. 
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c. [kozuv-ot] 'coat', pi. [kozuv-i] 
d. [orev-ot] 'nut', pi. [orev-i] 
e. [pastuv-ot] 'shepherd', pi. [pastuv-i] 

Faced with the productivity of the velar-dental alternations and the curtailment 
of the labial-dental one, we must ask (a) why the former have developed in a 
parallel fashion, while the latter has followed a diametrically opposed path; and (b) 
how the [v] of the singular form of nouns formerly exhibiting the [v]-[s] alternation 
came to appear in the plural. 

The answer to the first question seems obvious. Given that the velar-dental 
alternations have developed in a parallel fashion (as opposed to the labial-dental 
one) and assuming that this is not a coincidence, we would expect to be able to 
isolate some feature which unites the former and opposes them to the latter. There 
is only one such feature, PHONETIC PARALLELISM. In other words, it is precisely the 
fact that the [v]-[s] alternation is the odd one, with respect to the phonetic re- 
lationship obtaining between its members, that has led to its divergent behavior- 
in spite of its morphological (i.e. distributional) parallelism to the velar-dental 
alternations. In view of this, it would be quite incorrect to generate the [v]-[s] 
alteration from underlying /x/. Such an analysis would imply that all four 
alternations are essentially the same for the native speaker. The divergent develop- 
ment just described, however, speaks to the contrary. 

The actual analogical leveling of the [v] into plural forms shows that the [v]-[s] 
alternation is in fact generated from /v/. This analogy can be interpreted as the 
result of a gradual, morpheme-by-morpheme curtailment of a rule converting 
underlying stem-final /v/ to [s] in the plural of masculine polysyllabic nouns. Each 
time a stem with final /v/ ceases to be marked for the operation of this minor rule, 
the /v/ surfaces, so to speak.9 At the present time, only two stems are still marked 
for the operation of the v -s rule: /vlav-/ and /siromav-/. 

Those who wish to posit /x/ as the segment underlying the [v]-[s] alternation 
might claim that the analogy in question can be explained as the result of an ex- 
tension, to the plural form of the relevant nouns, of the x -v rule which they 
would have to posit. This is a bad hypothesis. First, it would entail marking the 
plural to undergo the operation of the x -* v rule. This would be a complication 
in the grammar, since the plural was formerly unmarked in this respect. Such a 
complication is incompatible with the attested analogy, which has clearly resulted 
in a simplification. Second, if a rule converting stem-final /x/ to [v] existed and were 
extendable, we might expect its effect to appear in loanwords with stem-final /x/. 
But forms like m. sg. *[almanav-ot], m. pl. *[almanav-i] do not occur. Thus it 
would appear that the most straightforward explanation for the appearance of 
[v] in masculine plural forms is the curtailment of a v -* s rule. Such a curtailment 
involves the elimination of marked stems, and in that respect is quite compatible 
with the attested leveling as a simplification. 

9 I assume in general that the mechanism by which an alternation is totally eliminated from a 
language is RULE CURTAILMENT, i.e. the gradual elimination from the grammar of the rule 
which generates the alternation. I further assume that the alternant in favor of which an 
alternation is eliminated is the underlying one. Hence the result of rule curtailment is the gradual 
appearance of the underlying alternant in positions where the surface one formerly appeared. 
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2.2. The palatal alternations are characteristic, for the most part, of derivation.10 
The palatal alternant appears before certain derivational suffixes, while the velar 
alternant appears when the stem is unsuffixed.1l Examples are: 

(9) adjectival suffix [-en-]: 
a. [junak] 'hero', [junac-en] 'heroic' 
b. [sneg-ot] 'snow', [snez-en] 'snowy' 
c. [monax] 'monk', [mona?-en] 'monastic' 
d. [siromav-ot] 'poor man', [siromas-en] 'poor man's' 

(10) adjectival suffix [-liv-]: 
a. [slug-a] 'servant', [usluz-lif] 'obliging' 
b. [prav-ot] 'dust', [pras-lif] 'dusty' 

(11) adjectival suffix [-est-]: 
a. [jabolk-o] 'apple', [jabolc-est] 'apple-shaped' 
b. [sneg-ot] 'snow', [snez-est] 'snowy' 
c. [perduv-ot] 'down', [perdus-est] 'downy' 

(12) verbal suffix [-i-]: 
a. [mak-a] 'torture', 3sg. pres. [mac-i] 'tortures' 
b. [mnog-u] 'many', 3sg. pres. [mnoz-i] 'multiplies' 
c. [prav-ot] 'dust', 3sg. pres. [pras-i] 'raises dust' 

(13) nominal suffix [-nik-]: 
a. [mak-a] 'torture', [mac-nik] 'martyr' 
b. [bog-ot] 'god', [bezboz-nik] 'atheist' 
c. [grev-ot] 'sin', [gres-nik] 'sinner' 

(14) nominal suffix [-k-]: 
a. [patnik] 'traveler', [patnic-ka] 'female traveler' 
b. [siromav-ot] 'poor man', [siromaN-ka] 'poor woman' 

In contrast to the situation with the dental alternations, there is no clear-cut 
opposition in behavior between the velar-palatal alternations and the labial- 
palatal one. This is not surprising since the palatal alternants, unlike the dental 
ones, do not characterize a single grammatical category opposed to some other 
closely related one characterized by the velar/labial alternants. Thus there is no 
morphological (i.e. distributional) factor which would serve to unite the [k]-[c], 
[g]-[z], and [x]-[s] alternations on the basis of their phonetic similarity and oppose 
them to the [v]-[s] alternation, which is the odd member. The status of each alter- 
nation must simply be checked for each suffix, a task which is well beyond the 

10 The other categories in which the palatal alternations occur are: 
(a) masculine nouns (several examples): m. sg. [junak], m. sg. vc. [junac-e] 'hero'; m. sg. 

[covek], m. sg. vc. [covec-e] 'person'; etc. 
(b) neuter nouns (two examples): n. sg. [uv-o], n. pl. [us-i] 'ear'; n. sg. [ok-o], n. p1. [oc-i] 

'eye'. 
(c) verbs (eight examples): [rec-e] 'say', cf. lsg. ar. [rek-of]; [pec-e] 'bake', cf. lsg. ar. 

[pek-of]; [tec-e] 'flow', cf. lsg. ar. [tek-of]; [sec-e] 'cut', cf. lsg. ar. [sek-of]; [tolc-e] 'push', 
cf. lsg. ar. [tolk-of]; [vlec-e] 'drag', cf. lsg. ar. [vlek-of]; [striz-e] 'shear', cf. lsg. ar. [strig-of]; 
[moz-e] 'be able', cf. lsg. ar. [mog-of]. 11 The [x]-[s] alternation occurs very infrequently because there are so few stems with final 
[x] (cf. fn. 4). Of the suffixes mentioned in this section, it is attested only for [-en-]. Note also 
that [k]-[c] is not attested for [-liv-]. 
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scope of this paper. Nevertheless, even a preliminary examination reveals unmis- 
takable evidence that the [v]-[s] alternation is derived from underlying /v/, not /x/. 
This evidence consists of a few new formations, made with one of the suffixes 
listed above, from stems with final [v] which may alternate with [s]. These suffixes 
may be divided into two groups for purposes of discussion: (1) those before which 
velars are NEVER permitted, but rather are ALWAYS replaced by palatals, i.e. [-i-] 
and [-k-]; and (2) those before which a velar may occasionally appear, but only 
in an obvious loanword-not infrequently marked by other than antepenultimate 
stress if there are three syllables or more-i.e. [-en-], [-liv-], [-est-], and [-nik-]. 

The argument runs as follows: If the [v] of the [v]-[s] alternation were derived 
from /x/, we would expect [s] in any new formation built with [-i-] or [-k-], and 
either [x] or [s] (but only the latter if the stem is native) in any new formation built 
with [-en-], [-liv-], [-est-], or [-nik-]. Significantly, all such new formations have 
[v]: 3sg. pr. [ogluv-i] 'become deaf', 3sg. pr. [nasmev-i] 'smile', m. sg. [perduv-est] 
'downy', m. sg. [perduv-en] 'downy', n. sg. [vrv-en] 'top', m. sg. [prav-lif] 'dusty', 
and m. sg. [strav-lif] 'fearful'. We can only conclude that stem-final [v] in these 
forms is derived from underlying /v/. Note in this respect that the forms [oglu?-i] 
'deafen' and [nasmes-i] 'smile derisively', with the expected palatal, do occur- 
but with meanings different from those of [ogluv-i] and [nasmev-i]. They prove 
that the stems in question are not simply marked to undergo the obligatory con- 
version of final /x/ to [v] before certain suffixes. The forms [perdus-est], [pras-lif], 
and [stras-lif] occur as synonymous variants of [perduv-est], [prav-lif], and [strav- 
lif] respectively.12 

3. Thus far we have considered the advisability of deriving the [v] of the [v]-[s] 
and [v]-[s] alternations from /x/, in accordance with the hypothesis that it is 
permissible to impose an underlying phonological parallelism on distributionally 
parallel alternations. We turn now to a brief discussion of the hypothesis that each 
instance of a given alternation is always derived from a single underlying segment. 

3.1. As noted, the dental alternations are characteristic almost exclusively of the 
set of masculine polysyllabic nouns. There is little doubt that the velar is under- 
lying for the velar-dental alternations of this set. There are two pieces of evidence: 
(1) The palatal which formerly appeared in the vocative of all such nouns is in the 
final stages of being eliminated. The majority of nouns with stem-final velar now 
have a velar in the vocative-e.g. [bik-u] 'bull', [volk-u] 'wolf', [oslepenik-u] 

12 I am assuming that the new formations in question are morphological innovations, not the 
result of the curtailment of a rule converting stem-final /v/ to [s]. This is obvious for [ogluv-i] 
'make deaf', which is de-adjectival from [gluv-iot] 'deaf', and for [nasmev-i] 'smile', which is 
denominal from [nasmev-ot] 'smile'. It is almost certainly also true for [perduv-est]/[perduv-en] 
'downy', [prav-lif] 'dusty', and [strav-lif] 'fearful'. These forms are best interpreted both 
historically and synchronically as denominal from [perduv-ot] 'down', [prav-ot] 'dust', and 
[strav-ot] 'fear' respectively. The reason for the reformation of [perdus-est]/[perdus-en], 
[pras-lif], and [stras-lif] was undoubtedly semantic. Their meanings were, and still are, de- 
nominal in nature (i.e., 'downy' is equivalent to 'having down', 'dusty' to 'having dust', 
and 'fearful' to 'having fear'). This was formalized by remaking them on the related nouns as 
bases. In the case of [pras-lif] and [stras-lif], there was the added impetus of related verbal 
forms with [s]-[pras-i] 'dust' and [stras-i] 'frighten'-which gave the [s] a specifically verbal 
flavor, and made it all the more incompatible with their denominal meanings. 
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'blind man' etc. A few retain the palatal, e.g. [boz-e] 'God' and [druz-e] 'friend'; 
and a few exhibit both forms, e.g. [junak-u] and [junac-e] 'hero', [covek-u] and 

[covec-e] 'person'. The appearance of the velar in vocative forms is most easily 
accounted for by assuming a stem-final velar at the underlying level, with the 
curtailment of a rule converting this velar to a palatal in the vocative. As the rule in 
question is curtailed, the underlying stem-final velar surfaces.l3 (2) Monosyllabic 
masculine nouns normally take the plural desinence [-ovi], before which stem-final 
velar is retained-e.g. m. sg. [smok], m. pi. [smok-ovi] 'type of snake'; m. sg. 
[mig-ot], m. pi. [mig-ovi] 'instant'. A few such nouns with stem-final velar have 
alternate, less common plurals in [-i], before which a dental appears-e.g. m. sg. 
[znak], m. pi. [znak-ovi]/[znac-i] 'sign'; m. sg. [rak], m. pi. [rak-ovi]/[rac-i] 
'crab'; m. sg. [vrag-ot], m. pi. [vrag-ovi]/[vraz-i] 'enemy'. These alternate plurals 
show quite clearly that the dental is derived from the velar, conditioned specifically 
by the masculine plural desinence [-i]. 

Now there are only two verbs in Macedonian exhibiting a velar-dental alterna- 
tion. They are [lez-e] 'go' and [molz-e] 'milk', both of which undergo the conver- 
sion of stem-final [z] to [g] in certain aorist forms. There can be no doubt that the 
dental is underlying. We know this is true historically because the [g] in the relevant 
aorist forms is an innovation: cognate Bulgarian forms retain the original [z] 
(cf. CSM Isg. ar. [leg-of] vs. CSB Isg. ar. [l'az-ox]). Synchronically, it is shown 
by the fact that stem-final [z] may still appear in the relevant aorist forms of 
[molz-e]. This means that the rule converting stem-final /z/ to [g] is optional for 
this verb. If it is not applied, underlying /z/ surfaces. 

3.2. We have seen that the velar-dental alternation is derived from one of the 
alternants (the velar) in the nominal system, but from the other (the dental) in the 
verbal system. A similar situation can be shown to exist for the velar-palatal 
alternation: the velar alternant is underlying in the nominal system, the palatal 
in the verbal system. The evidence for the former statement has already been 
presented, viz. the elimination of the palatal in the vocative of masculine nouns 
and the appearance of a velar. The evidence for the latter statement is, once again, 
an analogical leveling presently in progress. The verbs involved are [rec-e] 'say', 

[sec-e] 'cut', [vlec-e] 'drag', [pec-e] 'bake', [tec-e] 'flow', [tolc-e] 'push', and 

[striz-e] 'shear'. Originally, these verbs exhibited a velar in certain aorist forms 
and in all prefixed forms of the derived imperfective. The palatal alternant has now 
begun to appear in the derived imperfective, e.g. [potsec-uva]/[potsek-uva] 'cut a 
bit'. This indicates that the palatal is underlying, and that the operation of a rule 
formerly converting it to a velar-in certain forms of the aorist and in all forms of 
the derived imperfective-is in the process of being restricted to aorist forms only. 
As this happens, the underlying palatal surfaces in the derived imperfective.14 

13 More precisely, the rule being eliminated converts stem-final velars to palatals before the 

vocative desinence /-e/. This desinence is gradually being replaced by /-u/, and it is this replace- 
ment which accounts for the curtailment of the rule in question. As /-u/ gains ground at the 
expense of /-e/, the environment for the operation of this rule ceases to exist. 

14 Historically, the underlying status of the palatal is shown by the fact that it was extended 
into the lsg. and 3pl. forms of the verbs in question. Thus, corresponding to CSB lsg. pr. 
[rek-6] and 3pl. pr. [rek-6t], we have CSM lsg. pr. [rec-am] and 3pl. pr. [red-at], etc. 
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3.3. The ongoing leveling just described differs in a crucial way from those that 
have been considered earlier; viz., it is only PARTIAL, since the velar alternant 
continues to appear in the aorist, where it gives no sign of yielding to the palatal. 
When a leveling leads to the total elimination of an alternation, the result is obviously 
a simplification justifiably described only in terms of rule curtailment, with con- 
comitant surfacing of the underlying segment (cf. fn. 9). Rule extension is not a 
viable alternative. When the elimination of an alternation is only partial, however, 
the possibility of rule extension is not so easily ignored. In the present case, one 
might wish to argue that the velar-palatal alternation is generated from an under- 
lying velar, and that the appearance of the palatal alternant in the derived imper- 
fective results from the gradual extension of a rule converting a stem-final velar to a 
palatal. 

The problem with this interpretation is that there is no reasonably convincing 
way to motivate it. A rule may be extended only to forms which meet the environ- 
ment for its operation, but for some reason are marked as exceptions to it. In other 
words, the forms to which a rule is extended and the forms which already undergo 
it must have a particular environment in common. The required common environ- 
ment does not exist in the relevant forms of the verbs in question. Consider the 
forms of [rec-e]: 

PRESENT IMPERFECT AORIST IMPERATIVE 

1sg. [rec-amJ [rec-ef] [rek-of] 
2sg. [rec-es] [rec-ese] [rec-e] [rec-i] 
3sg. [rec-e] [rec-eIe] [rec-e] 
1 pl. [rec-eme] [rec-evme] [rek-ovme] 
2pl. [rec-ete] [rec-efte] [rek-ofte] [re&-ete] 
3pl. [rec-at] [rec-ea] [rek-oal 

An examination of these forms reveals that a stem-final palatal is followed by 
[i], [e], or [a]. Of the five vowels of Macedonian, [i e a o u], these three form a 
natural group definable by the feature [-round]. It is therefore possible that, 
before the attested leveling began, an underlying stem-final velar was converted to a 
palatal before an immediately following [-round] vowel. In all forms of the derived 
imperfective, however, this velar would have been followed by the initial [u] of the 
suffix [-uva-]. Since [u] is [+round], it is difficult to see how the hypothesized rule 
could have been extended. The vowels [i e a u] simply do not form a natural group 
in terms of which the extension of a VELAR-*PALATAL rule could be motivated. Of 
course, it would be possible to claim that the required common environment 
exists at the underlying level, but is not reflected in surface-phonetic forms. This, 
however, would merely disguise the problem. The evidence leads us to conclude 
that extension is not the mechanism of the leveling in question, and hence that it is 
not the velar of the velar-palatal alternation which is underlying. We are left with 
curtailment and the underlying status of the palatal. 

4. The CSM data considered in the preceding sections suggest very strongly that 
hypotheses 1 and 2, the effects of which are clearly evident in much of the work 
done in generative phonology, are, at best, highly suspect. However appealing a- 
priori notions of symmetry are to us as linguists, we must recognize that at least 
one language, Macedonian, provides evidence that these notions need revision. 
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I do not mean to imply that symmetry is an unimportant or irrelevant factor in 
phonology. On the contrary, it is undoubtedly of great importance in ways that are 
not entirely clear at the present time. I have claimed, for example, that it is the 
phonetic symmetry of the velar-dental alternations, as opposed to the labial- 
dental one, which accounts for the divergent behavior of the latter in the set of 
masculine polysyllabic nouns. What we must avoid, it would seem, is the type of 
imposed symmetry characteristic of so much recent work. We must concentrate on 
discovering how real symmetry interacts with distributional factors in determining 
the fate of individual alternations. 
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